Information transmission and detection thresholds in the vestibular nuclei: single neurons vs. population encoding
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Massot C, Chacron MJ, Cullen KE. Information transmission and detection thresholds in the vestibular nuclei: single neurons vs. population encoding. J Neurophysiol 105: 1798–1814, 2011. First published February 9, 2011; doi:10.1152/jn.00910.2010.—Understanding how sensory neurons transmit information about relevant stimuli remains a major goal in neuroscience. Of particular relevance are the roles of neural variability and spike timing in neural coding. Peripheral vestibular afferents display differential variability that is correlated with the importance of spike timing; regular afferents display little variability and use a timing code to transmit information about sensory input. Irregular afferents, conversely, display greater variability and instead use a rate code. We studied how central neurons within the vestibular nuclei integrate information from both afferent classes by recording from a group of neurons termed vestibular only (VO) that are known to make contributions to vestibulospinal reflexes and project to higher-order centers. We found that, although individual central neurons had sensitivities that were greater than or equal to those of individual afferents, they transmitted less information. In addition, their velocity detection thresholds were significantly greater than those of individual afferents. This is because VO neurons display greater variability, which is detrimental to information transmission and signal detection. Combining activities from multiple VO neurons increased information transmission. However, the information rates were still much lower than those of equivalent afferent populations. Furthermore, combining responses from multiple VO neurons led to lower velocity detection threshold values approaching those measured from behavior (~2.5 vs. 0.5–1°/s). Our results suggest that the detailed time course of vestibular stimuli encoded by afferents is not transmitted by VO neurons. Instead, they suggest that higher vestibular pathways must integrate information from central vestibular neuron populations to give rise to behaviorally observed detection thresholds.
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Understanding sensory processing remains an important goal in neuroscience that is complicated by the fact that neurons display variability in their responses to repeated presentations of a given stimulus (Dean 1981; Mainen and Sejnowski 1995; Tolhurst et al. 1983). This variability generally increases when going from peripheral to central brain areas (Gabbiani et al. 1996; Shadlen and Newsome 1998; Softky and Koch 1993), and its functional role has been a topic of intense debate and investigation in recent years (Stein et al. 2005): is it merely an unavoidable consequence of noise, or does it carry important information? Studies exploiting systems with well-characterized anatomy and physiology, such as the vestibular system, are required to yield significant insight into the function of variability in neural coding.

The vestibular system provides information about head motion relative to space that is necessary for maintaining posture, computing spatial orientation, and perceiving self-motion. Peripheral vestibular afferents respond to either angular or linear accelerations and are categorized as either regular or irregular based on their resting discharge variabilities (Baird et al. 1988; Fernandez et al. 1988; Goldberg et al. 2000). Recent results have shown differential information coding for these two classes: regular afferents transmit detailed information about head rotations in part through precise spike timing, whereas irregular afferents tend to respond selectively to high-frequency features exclusively through changes in firing rate (f) (Sadeghi et al. 2007a). Whereas anatomic studies report almost complete overlap in the terminal fields of regular and irregular afferents in each of the major subdivisions of the vestibular nuclei (Sato et al. 1989), the results of electrophysiological experiments suggest that individual central neurons in the vestibular nuclei can differ regarding the proportion of inputs they receive from regular vs. irregular afferents (Boyle et al. 1992; Goldberg et al. 1987). To date, however, the effects of neural variability and the putative contributions of each afferent class in determining information coding within vestibular nuclei are not known. Here, we addressed this question for the first time by studying the responses of vestibular-only (VO) neurons, which contribute to vestibulospinal reflexes as well as higher-order vestibular processing (reviewed in Angelaki and Cullen 2008), using signal detection and information theory, both of which take variability into account (Chacron et al. 2005b; Sadeghi et al. 2007a).

Our results show that VO neurons possess resting discharge variabilities that are even greater than those of afferents. This variability played a detrimental role in that individual VO neurons transmitted less information than individual afferents. Moreover, the detection thresholds from single VO neurons were an order of magnitude greater than those observed from behavior (Grabherr et al. 2008). Previous studies have shown that combining multiple neurons can average away variability and therefore improve information transmission and signal detection (reviewed in Stein et al. 2005).

We found that combining the activities of VO neurons led to large improvements (>300%) in information transmission. Surprisingly, however, the information rates obtained were still lower than those obtained by pooling afferents (~50 bits/s vs. ~110 bits/s). Moreover, pooling VO neurons led to lower detection thresholds values that approached but did not reach those seen from behavior (~2.5 vs. 0.5–1°/s). Together, these
findings suggest that higher vestibular pathways must integrate inputs from a large (~40) pool of central vestibular neurons to fully recover the information that is transmitted by afferents and potentially explain the organism’s behavioral performance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Three macaque monkeys (2 Macaca mulatta and 1 M. fascicularis) were prepared for chronic extracellular recording using aseptic surgical techniques. All procedures were approved by the McGill University Animal Care Committee and were in compliance with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care.

Surgical preparation. Animals were initially given glycopyrrolate (0.005 mg/kg im) to stabilize heart rate and reduce salivation and were then preanesthetized using ketamine hydrochloride (12–15 mg/kg im), diazepam (1 mg/kg im), and buprenorphine (0.01 mg/kg im). Surgical levels of anesthesia were induced using 2–3% isoflurane gas, inhaled through an endotracheal tube, and were then maintained at 0.8–1.5%. During the surgery, a dental acrylic implant was fastened to each animal’s skull using stainless steel screws. A stainless steel post was embedded within the implant to restrain the animal’s head during the experiment, and two stainless steel recording chambers were positioned stereotaxically on the skull to allow recording from the monkey was comfortably seated in a primate chair mounted on a laser (Laser) projected onto a white cylindrical screen located 60 cm away from the head for a juice reward. Both afferents and VO cells were unresponsive to saccadic eye movements, smooth pursuit, and ocular fixation made to track the target. Rotation about an earth vertical axis (1 Hz, 50°/s peak velocity) either in the dark [vestibuloocular reflex (VOR)] or when fixating a target that moved with the vestibular turntable (VOR cancellation) led to comparable responses in afferents and VO neurons.

We then used 2 types of head-velocity stimuli to further characterize the responses of vestibular afferents and central neurons. The 1st type consisted of single-frequency sinusoidal rotations at frequencies of 0.6–16 Hz (0.6, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 Hz, 50°/s peak velocity). At least 10 cycles of stimulation were applied for each frequency. Second, we applied broadband noise stimuli characterized by a Gaussian distribution of rotational velocities with 0 mean and 20°/s SD that was low-pass-filtered at 20 Hz. The acceleration profile of this stimulus had a Gaussian distribution with 0 mean and 2,000°/s2 SD. We note that vestibular afferents and VO neurons have relatively high resting rates (~60–100 spikes/s). As done previously (Sadeghi et al. 2007a), all stimuli were designed to give rises to modulations in firing around the resting value that did not elicit static nonlinearities such as saturation and rectification. These noise stimuli lasted for 80 s and were presented only once to each neuron. This stimulus was repeated up to 3 times for n = 14 VO neurons, n = 9 regular afferents, and n = 13 irregular afferents. The power spectrum of the resultant stimulus was constant up to 20 Hz (Fig. 1D).

Analysis of background activity. Regularity of resting discharge of vestibular neurons was measured by their coefficient of variation (CV). The distribution of interspike intervals (ISIs) was recorded during spontaneous background activity, and CV was calculated from the mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) of this distribution (CV = σ/μ). Since CV varies with the mean ISI, we used the normalized measure CV* (Goldberg et al. 1984) to classify vestibular neurons, which is defined by:

\[
CV^* = \frac{CV}{0.0002\mu^3 - 0.0024\mu^2 + 0.0731\mu + 0.37}^{-1}
\]

where it is assumed that \( \mu \) is in seconds. Although this measure was initially developed to remove the dependence of CV on the resting rate for olithl afferents, it can also be applied to canal afferents (Goldberg et al. 1984). Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 2, the application up to 3 times for n = 14 VO neurons resulted in a CV* that was not correlated with the resting rate, and thus this measure allowed us to study the influence of variability on sensory coding, independently of the expected (“trivial”) increase that follows increases in f\textsubscript{c}. Vestibular afferents with a CV* < 0.15 were classified as regular, whereas those with a CV* > 0.15 were classified as irregular as done previously (Haque et al. 2004; Sadeghi et al. 2007a,b).

Traditional linear system analysis. For sinusoidal stimuli s(t), the spike train was convolved with a Kaiser window with cutoff fre-
The response gain was then computed by fitting a first order model to the data. The model assumes that the time-dependent frequency is given by $f_{\text{estimated}}(t) = b + g \cdot s(t - t_d)$, where the parameter $b$ stands for the bias, $g$ the gain, and $t_d$ the latency, respectively. We used a least-squares regression to find the parameter values that provide the maximum variance accounted for (VAF) (Sadeghi et al. 2007b). A minimum of 10 cycles were included in the fit, and the VAF was computed as:

$$VAF = 1 - \frac{\text{var}\left[f_{\text{estimated}}(t) - f_{\text{measured}}(t)\right]}{\text{var}\left[f_{\text{measured}}(t)\right]}$$

where var is the variance, and $f_{\text{measured}}(t)$ represents the actual $f_i$ (Roy and Cullen 2001; Sylvestre and Cullen 1999).

For noise stimuli, the spike train from neuron $i$ was converted into a binary sequence $r_i(t)$ with binwidth 1 ms. The value of bin $j$ was set to 1 if it contained an action potential and 0 otherwise as previously described (Sadeghi et al. 2007a). The stimulus $s(t)$ was also sampled with time step 1 ms. The response gain was computed from $G(f) = \frac{|P_{sr}(f)|}{P_{ss}(f)}$ where $|P_{sr}(f)|$ is the cross-spectrum between the stimulus $s(t)$ and binary sequence $r_i(t)$, and $P_{ss}(f)$ is the power spectrum of the stimulus $s(t)$.

**Stimulus reconstruction and mutual information estimates.** We used the stimulus reconstruction technique to estimate the time-varying stimulus from a population of $n$ neurons using their spike trains $r_i(t)$ (the index $i$ refers to the $i^{th}$ neuron) recorded during broadband noise vestibular stimulation. This approach assumes that the time-dependent stimulus can be estimated by convolving each spike train $r_i(t)$ with a separate kernel $K_i(t)$ and then summing the respective contributions (Dan et al. 1998; Krahe et al. 2002; Warland et al. 1997):

$$S_{\text{est}}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \int d\tau K_i(\tau) r_i(t - \tau)$$
The coefficient of variation (CV) decreases as a function of the resting discharge rate for vestibular only (VO) neurons. A: CV as a function of the resting discharge rate. Both VO neurons and irregular afferents showed a negative correlation of their CV with the resting firing rate. B: the normalized coefficient of variation (CV*) does not show any significant correlation with resting discharge rate.

The optimal set of kernels $K_i(f)$ (i.e., that which minimizes the mean-square error $\bar{\sigma}^2 = \langle [s(t) - s_{est}(t)]^2 \rangle$) is a solution to the following system of equations (Dayan and Abbott 2001):

$$
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
P_{r_1 f_1}(f) & P_{r_1 f_2}(f) & \ldots & P_{r_1 f_n}(f) \\
P_{r_2 f_1}(f) & P_{r_2 f_2}(f) & \ldots & P_{r_2 f_n}(f) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
P_{r_n f_1}(f) & P_{r_n f_2}(f) & \ldots & P_{r_n f_n}(f)
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
K_1(f) \\
K_2(f) \\
\vdots \\
K_n(f)
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
P_{s_1 f_1}(-f) \\
P_{s_2 f_2}(-f) \\
\vdots \\
P_{s_n f_n}(-f)
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
$$

where $K_i(f)$ is the Fourier transform of $K_i(t)$, and $P_{r f}(f)$ is the cross-spectrum between binary sequences $r_i(t)$ and $r_j(t)$. We note that the optimal filter can be non-zero for both negative and positive times. We assessed the quality of linear stimulus reconstruction by computing the coding fraction as follows (Gabbiani 1996; Rieke et al. 1996):

$$
CF = 1 - \frac{\bar{\sigma}}{\sigma},
$$

where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of the stimulus $s(t)$. The CF ranges between 0 and 1 and represents the fraction of the stimulus that is correctly estimated.

It is often assumed that the fact that the optimal filter is nonzero for positive times implies that it is noncausal because the occurrence of a spike can be then used to predict the future temporal dynamics of the stimulus (Bialek and Rieke 1991; Rieke et al. 1996; Theunissen et al. 1996). A standard procedure to correct for this is to set all values of the filter for positive time to zero. However, nonzero values for the filter at positive times do not necessarily imply that it violates temporal causality and may simply reflect the fact that the neural responses lead the input. This is the case here as both peripheral and central vestibular neuronal responses have been previously shown to lead the head velocity input during steady state (Goldberg 2000; Goldberg and Fernandez 1971b; Hullar et al. 2005; Sadeghi et al. 2007a,b). We corrected for this by taking population-averaged time delay between each group’s response and the head velocity stimulus and setting the filter values at times greater than this delay to zero. As such, not all values of the filter for positive times were set to zero, merely those greater than the delay. Recomputing the CF as defined above using this filter did not qualitatively affect the nature of our results as it led to only small decreases in the CF estimates (<5%; data not shown).

We then used the indirect method to compute a lower bound on the mutual information (MI) transmitted by neurons (n) about a time-varying stimulus $s(t)$ (Borst and Theunissen 1999). The noise in the reconstruction was defined as $n(t) = s(t) - s_{est}(t)$, and a signal-to-noise ratio was defined as SNR$_{lower}(f) = P_{ss}(f)/P_{nn}(f)$. Here, $P_{ss}(f)$ is the power spectrum of the stimulus $s(t)$, and $P_{nn}(f)$ is the power spectrum of the noise $n(t)$. We note that this methodology assumes that the noise $n(t)$ obeys a Gaussian probability distribution with zero mean. We have verified that this was the case for all the neurons in our dataset, and an example is shown in Supplemental Fig. S1A (available in the data supplement online at the Journal of Neurophysiology web site). Specifically, we quantified the goodness of fit by computing the mean square error between the probability distribution of $n(t)$ and the Gaussian fit normalized by the maximum probability for each individual neuron. We obtained 3.3 ± 0.1% for VO neurons, 4.3 ± 0.3% for regular afferents, and 3.3 ± 0.2% for irregular afferents. The lower-bound MI rate density is then given by MI$_{lower}(f) = \log_2[1 + SNR_{lower}(f)]$ and is expressed in bits (Borst and Theunissen 1999). The MI rate is obtained by integrating the MI density up to 20 Hz and is expressed in bits per second. We note that we can simply integrate the MI density across frequency because the noise stimuli used in this study have a Gaussian probability distribution and are stationary and that the indirect method assumes a linear decoder for which there can be no interactions among different frequencies (Rieke et al. 1996). For $n = 1$, the expression for the MI rate density used here is equal to the one used in previous studies (Chacron et al. 2003; Rieke et al. 1996; Sadeghi et al. 2007a). For $n = 1$, we divided the MI$_{lower}(f)$ density by the mean $f_i$ of the neuron during stimulation to account for the fact that the MI rate density increases with $f_i$ (Borst and Haag 2001). This normalized MI rate density is then expressed in bits per spike per Hertz, and the corresponding normalized MI rate is expressed in bits per spike. Intuitively, $X$ bits of information means that the system can discriminate between $2^X$ stimuli (Shannon 1948). As such, information theory is related to signal detection theory (Green and Swets 1966), which has been used previously to characterize the responses of vestibular neurons to sensory input (Gu et al. 2007, 2008; Liu et al. 2010). We note that the calculation of the lower bound on the information rate density can be obtained from the response to a segment of unrepeated Gaussian noise as was done previously (Bialek and Rieke 1991; Chacron et al. 2004; Claque et al. 1997; Gabbiani 1996; Metzner et al. 1998; Roddrey and Jacobs 1996; Sadeghi et al. 2007a; Theunissen et al. 1996; Wessel et al. 1996).

To compute the MI, we actually convolved each spike train with a separate optimal filter and then summed the contributions of each neuron to obtain a lower bound on the MI rate as was done previously (Dan et al. 1998; Krahe et al. 2002; Warland et al. 1997). We thus considered a “labeled-line” code in our calculations (i.e., we took into account which neurons fired which spikes) as described previously (Panzeri et al. 2003; Reich et al. 2001). Note that if we had instead first summed the activities of multiple neurons and then convolved with the optimal filter to obtain an estimate of MI, then this estimate would be lower than the one that was obtained here and would be considered a “summed-population” code (Panzeri et al. 2003; Reich et al. 2001). We considered a labeled-line code here as our goal is to get an estimate of the largest amount of information that could be decoded by higher centers.

We note that the indirect method used here provides a lower bound on the MI rate and is exact when the neurons are in the linear regime (Borst and Theunissen 1999). Although we expect that this method
will yield a reliable estimate of the MI as all our neurons displayed large spontaneous activity and our stimuli led to smooth modulations of these $f$, we specifically tested this by computing an upper bound on the MI rate in the following way for single neurons. We first quantified the variability in the neural response $r(t)$ to repeated presentations of the same stimulus $s(t)$ using the response-response coherence $C_{RR}(f)$. Specifically, let $R_1$, $R_2$, and $R_3$ be the responses obtained from three presentations of the stimulus $s(t)$. We assume that $R(t) = <R(t)> + n(t)$ and can now define the signal-to-noise ratio as $SNR_{upper}(f) = P_{R>R<r} - P_{R<r>R} - P_{R<r<r}$, where $P_{R<R<r}$ is the power spectrum of the average response $<r(t)>$. The upper bound on the MI rate is then given by $MI_{upper}(f) = \log_2[1 + SNR_{upper}(f)]$ (Borst and Theunissen 1999; Haag and Borst 1998; Passaglia and Troy 2004). Equivalently, one can compute the coherence between the responses ($R_1$) obtained when presenting the same stimulus $s(t)$ and obtain the upper bound on the MI rate density as (Chacron et al. 2006; Krahe et al. 2008; Marsat and Pollack 2005, 2004; Middleton et al. 2009): 

$$MI_{upper}(f) = -\log_2[1 - C_{RR}(f)]^{1/2}$$

with $C_{RR}(f)$ defined as (Roddy et al. 2000):

$$C_{RR}(f) = \frac{\{P_{R>R}(f)\}_{i=1}^{3} - \{P_{R<R}(f)\}_{i=1}^{3}}{\{P_{R>R}(f)\}_{i=1}^{3} - \{P_{R<R}(f)\}_{i=1}^{3}}$$

where $P_{R>R}(f)$ is the cross-spectrum between responses $R_1$ and $R_2$. Moreover, the average $<R_1 >$ is over index $x$, and the average $<R_1 >$ is over all possible combinations of $i$ and $j$ such that $j < i$. Previous studies have shown that the response-response coherence is a number between zero and one that measures the strength to which the responses obtained to repeated presentations of the same stimulus are correlated at frequency $f$ (Roddy et al. 2000). In practice, we computed the response-response coherence using:

$$C_{RR}(f) = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{3} \sum_{j=1}^{3} P_{R>R}(f)}{P_{R>R}(f)}$$

Intuitively, any trial-to-trial variability in the neural response to repeated presentations of the same stimulus will decrease $C_{RR}(f)$. Previous studies have shown that $C_{RR}(f)^{1/2}$ measures the maximum possible fraction of the response at $f$ that can be accurately reproduced using an optimal encoding model, which is in general nonlinear (Roddy et al. 2000). It is thus not surprising that the $C_{RR}(f)^{1/2}$ is related to an upper bound on the MI rate density as it is only limited by trial-to-trial variability in the response. We note that the upper-bound calculation assumes that the noise $n(t)$ are normally distributed (Borst and Theunissen 1999). We have verified that this is the case for our dataset by fitting a Gaussian distribution with zero mean (Supplemental Fig. S1B). Specifically, we quantified the goodness of fit by computing the mean square error between the probability distribution of $n(t)$ and the Gaussian fit normalized by the maximum probability for each individual neuron. We obtained $3.7 \pm 0.4\%$ for VO neurons, $4.0 \pm 0.2\%$ for regular afferents, and $4.5 \pm 0.4\%$ for irregular afferents. Additionally, we found that the mean $f_i$ and its variance showed little correlation for VO neurons ($r = 0.2 \pm 0.06$) as well as regular ($r = 0.03 \pm 0.05$) and irregular ($r = 0.06 \pm 0.05$) afferents. We also divided the upper-bound estimate on the MI rate by the mean $f_i$ during simulation and compared the two estimates of the MI density for single neurons in our dataset. We note that studies in other systems have used more direct methods to estimate the MI without making assumptions on the nature of the decoder (Belitski et al. 2008; Chacron 2006; Passaglia and Troy 2004; Reingel and Reid 2000). However, these calculations require quantities of data that exceed those that can currently be obtained from isolated single vestibular neurons during the physical movement that was produced by the broadband noise stimuli used in the present study. This is because our noise stimuli produced high-frequency shaking head movements, which in turn resulted in small displacements of the brainstem relative to the microelectrode tip. Thus it was considerably more difficult to maintain neuronal isolation during broadband noise stimulation than during stimulation with the lower frequency sinusoidal stimuli ($<5$ Hz) that are typically employed. Finally, other methods assume that information is contained in the time-dependent $f_i$ (Brenner et al. 2000). The time-dependent $f_i$ is computed using the peristimulus time histogram in response to a time-varying stimulus, which is obtained by averaging over multiple stimulus presentations. As such, this estimate of information is based on the strength of modulation of the $f_i$ caused by the stimulus and is not appropriate here as we are trying to determine the effects of variability on information transmission. In contrast, the lower- and upper-bound measures are based on the signal-to-noise ratio, and both take variability into account.

All spectral quantities (i.e., power-spectra, cross-spectra) were estimated using a multitaper technique with eight Slepian functions (Jarvis and Mitra 2001). These are merely used to lower the variance in our estimates of the spectral quantities used in the calculation of MI and will not introduce a bias in our estimates as used here (data not shown). Note that the long stimulus duration (80 s) gives rise to negligible bias in the estimates of all spectral quantities used to compute the lower and upper bounds on the MI density as in previous studies (Chacron 2006; Sadeghi et al. 2007a; Wessell et al. 1986).

We also computed the CF and MI by using the head acceleration signal rather than the head velocity signal as an input. The head acceleration signal was obtained by differentiating the head velocity signal and was used in the algorithms described above. Because differentiation is a linear transformation, we did not expect that the estimates obtained using acceleration would differ significantly from those obtained with velocity (Machens et al. 2001). Indeed, this was the case for our dataset (data not shown).

**Jitter analysis.** To assess the presence of a temporal code in the neural response, we added random spike-timing jitter to the spike trains (Jones et al. 2004; Kreiman et al. 2000; Sadeghi et al. 2007a). Jitter that was drawn from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and 2-ms SD was added to each spike time. Note that the jitter time scale of 2 ms is much smaller than the stimulus time scale of 50 ms and is thus not expected to affect the coding of information at time scales over which the stimulus varies significantly (i.e., at frequencies contained within the stimulus) (Dayan and Abbott 2001; Jones et al. 2004; Sadeghi et al. 2007b). We note, however, that addition of spike-timing jitter can affect coding at time scales significantly greater than those contained in the jitter (Jones et al. 2004; Sadeghi et al. 2007b). In fact, addition of jitter with a time scale of 5 ms led to a significant decrease in gain for both afferent and VO neurons (data not shown).

**Detection thresholds.** $f_i$ Estimates were plotted as a function of the shifted stimulus $s(t)$ to obtain instantaneous $f_i$-head velocity curves. We then computed the mean and variance of the $f_i$ distribution for each head velocity using a binwidth of 1°/s. The degree of overlap between the $f_i$ distribution obtained for a given head velocity and that obtained for 0 velocity was quantified using ROC analysis (Green and Swets 1966). The velocity detection threshold was defined as the minimum value of head velocity that gave rise to a probability of correct detection equal to 76%. This calculation was performed for responses to sinusoidal stimulation at different frequencies (Sadeghi et al. 2007a). We also computed the velocity threshold for discriminating between 8- and 16-Hz sinusoidal rotations in the same manner as described above except that the $f_i$ distribution for a given value of head velocity for 8-Hz stimulation was compared with that obtained for the same value of head velocity for 16-Hz stimulation. As we developed our experimental paradigms to quantify steady-state vestibular neuron responses to time-varying stimuli, our approach was not designed to quantify differences between the steady-state and transient responses.

**Population detection thresholds.** We computed the velocity detection threshold from $n$ neurons responding to the same sinusoidal
stimuli with a given \( f \) in the following way. First, we corrected for phases differences between the responses of individual neurons and aligned all spike trains such that they were in phase with the stimulus. Second, the population activity was computed as the sum of all individual spike trains. This population activity was convolved with a Kaiser window with cutoff frequency 0.1 Hz above the stimulus frequency to obtain an estimate of the population \( f_i \) (Cherif et al. 2008). This estimate was used to compute the velocity detection threshold as described above. Our final estimate of the population detection threshold was averaged over \( \leq 500 \) combinations of neurons from our dataset.

To quantify the effects of aligning the spike trains such that they were all in phase with the stimulus, we also computed the population detection thresholds by shifting all the responses of a given neuron group (i.e., of VO, regular afferent, or irregular afferent) by the population-averaged mean time delay between that neuron group response and the head velocity stimulus. We note that, unlike the first method, this preserves the temporal relationship between the spike trains of a given neuron group (i.e., of VO, regular afferent, or irregular afferent) as they are shifted by the same time value. The detection thresholds computed from this method did not differ significantly from those computed with the previous method for a given dataset (data not shown).

RESULTS

We recorded from 23 horizontal canal afferents and 21 VO neurons from 3 macaque monkeys. Ten afferents were classified as regular and the remaining 13 as irregular using previously established criteria (Sadeghi et al. 2007a).

Analysis of spontaneous activity. VO neurons displayed spontaneous activity that was quite variable (mean \( f_r = 56.2 \pm 5.5 \) spikes/s; CV* = 0.53 ± 0.05). The ISI distribution from a representative example cell is shown in Fig. 3A and displayed greater variance than the ISI distributions from example regular (Fig. 3B) and irregular (Fig. 3C) afferents. We also quantified the spontaneous activity of VO neurons by computing the spike train power spectrum, which was relatively independent of frequency: this is indicative of the firing statistics being close to Poisson (Holden 1976; Cox and Lewis 1966) (Fig. 3D). For comparison, representative power spectra of regular and irregular afferents are also shown (Fig. 3D). Whereas the regular afferent displayed peaks in the power spectrum at its firing frequency (\( \sim 100 \) Hz) as well as at integer multiples of this frequency (i.e., higher harmonics), the irregular afferent displayed considerably less structure consisting of a broad and shallow peak at its firing frequency (\( \sim 110 \) Hz). On average, VO neurons displayed significantly lower \( f_r \) than both regular and irregular afferents (Fig. 3E; VO vs. regular, \( P < 10^{-3} \); VO vs. irregular, \( P < 10^{-5} \); \( t \)-tests) and significantly larger spike train variability as quantified by CV* (Fig. 3F; VO vs. regular, \( P < 10^{-3} \); VO vs. irregular, \( P < 10^{-5} \); Wilcoxon rank sum tests).

Most importantly, VO neurons displayed higher power in their baseline activities than both irregular and regular afferents in the temporal frequency range corresponding to natural head rotations of \( 0 \) to \( 20 \) Hz (Huterer and Cullen 2002) (Fig. 3D, shaded area). This is primarily due to their higher resting discharge variability as quantified by CV* (Cox and Lewis 1966) and has important consequences for information transmission. Notably, sensory stimuli must perturb the resting discharge activity to be perceived by the organism, and a more variable resting discharge will make such a distinction more difficult (Chacron et al. 2001, 2005b; Sadeghi et al. 2007a). The theoretical implications of this finding are that the spike train power spectrum of the spontaneous activity can be seen as a “noise spectrum” that influences the amount of noise at each frequency during stimulation. Lower noise over specific frequency ranges will give rise to higher signal-to-noise ratios and thus better information transmission (Chacron et al. 2005a,b). We thus next investigated the responses of VO neurons to sensory stimulation with frequencies up to 20 Hz.

Responses of VO neurons to sinusoidal head rotations. We first used traditional linear system identification measures of gain and phase to quantify VO neuron responses to sinusoidal head rotations ranging in frequency from 0.6 to 16 Hz. Overall, the population-averaged gains or sensitivities of VO neurons increased with frequency (Fig. 4A). The phase lead between the neuronal firing and head velocity stimulation also increased as a function of frequency (Fig. 4B). For comparison, population-averaged gain and phase curves are shown for both regular and irregular afferents. The frequency-dependent change in sensitivity of VO neurons was significantly greater than that of regular afferents [VO vs. regular, \( P = 0.007 \), \( t \)-test, degrees of freedom (df) = 18] but was similar to that of irregular afferents (\( P = 0.2 \), \( t \)-test, df = 18; Fig. 4A). VO neurons also displayed increasing phase leads that were greater than those of regular afferents but similar to those of irregular afferents (Fig. 4B; VO vs. regular, \( P = 0.04 \); VO vs. irregular, \( P = 0.18 \), \( t \)-tests; df = 18 in both cases).

Reconstructing time-varying stimuli from VO neural activity. Central neuron responses to vestibular input have been traditionally characterized by estimating the gain and phase over several cycles of sinusoidal head rotation using the linear system identification approach described above. However, a limitation of this approach is that it averages response variability to obtain robust estimates (Chacron et al. 2005b; Sadeghi et al. 2007a). To ascertain whether the variability displayed by VO neurons influences their capacity to transmit information, we used information theoretic analysis (Borst and Theunissen 1999; Rieke et al. 1996; Sadeghi et al. 2007a). Specifically, we used the stimulus reconstruction technique to reconstruct the time-varying profiles of random head rotations from the spike train of a given VO neuron using an optimal linear filter (Dayan and Abbott 2001; Gabbiani and Koch 1998; Rieke et al. 1996).

A representative example is shown in Fig. 5A. The stimulus reconstruction from this VO neuron was poor as quantified by a low CF of 0.25 (the CF is simply the fraction of the stimulus that is correctly reconstructed; Fig. 5A). The optimal reconstruction filter, which was convolved with the spike train to obtain the reconstructed stimulus, is also shown (Fig. 5A, inset) and is qualitatively similar to that obtained for irregular afferents (compare with Fig. 2B of Sadeghi et al. 2007b). This filter was biphasic and has a strong oscillatory component. On average, VO neurons displayed lower CF than both regular (VO vs. regular, \( P < 10^{-3} \), Wilcoxon rank sum test; df = 30) and irregular afferents (\( P < 10^{-4} \), Wilcoxon rank sum test; df = 33; Fig. 5B, inset).

We found a negative correlation between CV* computed from the resting discharge and the CF over our sample of VO neurons and afferents (Fig. 5B; \( r = 0.67 \), \( P < 10^{-2} \); \( n = 43 \)). Furthermore, we found a positive correlation between the CF and the spontaneous \( f_i \) (Fig. 5C; \( r = 0.57 \), \( P < 10^{-4} \); \( n = 43 \)).
indicating that the lower $f_i$ and higher resting discharge variability as quantified by $CV^*$ of VO neurons were detrimental to their ability to encode time-varying head rotations. Finally, we computed the correlation between $CF$ and $CV^*$. As expected, this correlation was stronger ($r = 0.71$ vs. $0.67$ with probability of no correlation $P < 0.01$) in magnitude than the correlation between $CF$ and $CV^*$. This is because of the strong correlation between $CF$ and $f_i$. By plotting $CF$ as a function of $CV^*$ (Fig. 5B), we effectively removed the effects of differences between the $f_i$ of afferents and VO neurons such that we can conclude that between-population differences in $CF$ are not due to differences in $f_i$. We note that the correlation between $CF$ and $CV^*$ for each neuron group were not significant (VO: $r = -0.08$, $P = 0.75$; regular: $r = 0.40$, $P = 0.25$; irregular: $r = 0.20$, $P = 0.52$). Therefore, the differences in $CF$ seen across all three neuron groups may be due to between-population parameters other than the resting discharge variability as quantified by $CV^*$.

**Information transmission by individual VO neurons is lower than that of afferents.** The stimulus reconstruction technique takes into account all frequency components of the stimulus and thus does not necessarily quantify the ability of a neuron to selectively encode individual frequency components. Therefore, we next computed the MI density between the neuronal spike train and the applied head rotation stimulus as a function of temporal frequency (Borst and Theunissen 1999). We com-

---

**Fig. 3. Spontaneous activity of a typical VO neuron compared with that of vestibular afferents.**

A: interspike interval (ISI) histogram from a typical VO neuron ($CV^*_{VO} = 0.43$). B and C: ISI histograms from typical regular and irregular afferents, respectively ($CV^*_{reg} = 0.04$ and $CV^*_{irreg} = 0.3$). D: spike train power spectra for the same example VO neuron and afferents. E: resting discharge rates for VO neurons and afferents. F: box plots of the $CV^*$ of the population of VO neurons and afferents. VO neurons were significantly more irregular than either group of afferents. **Statistical significance using a $t$-test at the $P < 0.01$ level. spk, Spikes.
been shown to increase with frequency of the MI than those of regular (P < 10^{-3}, t-test, df = 21) or irregular afferents (P < 10^{-3}, t-test, df = 25; Fig. 6D). Normalizing the upper-bound estimates of the MI by the f_r during stimulation preserved this difference as the normalized upper bound of the MI of VO neurons was still significantly lower than the normalized upper bound of either regular (P < 10^{-3}, t-test, df = 21) or irregular (P = 0.03, t-test, df = 25) afferents (Fig. 6E). We conclude that the lower information rates displayed by VO neurons are not simply a consequence of their lower f_r or of the methodology that we used to compute information rates. Rather, these are at least partly caused by the higher variability displayed by VO neurons compared with irregular and regular afferents.

**Contributions of spike timing to information processing by central vestibular neurons.** It was recently shown that the precise spike timing of regular afferents carries information about head velocity (Sadeghi et al. 2007b). We therefore investigated whether central VO neurons also transmit information through precise spike timing by applying spike-timing jitter (Jones et al. 2004; Kreiman et al. 2000). Jitter drawn from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and 2-ms SD (Fig. 7A) was added to each spike time (Fig. 7B). The time scale of the jitter introduced was much smaller than that of the stimulus (50 ms) and thus theoretically should not perturb the encoding of information by the time-dependent f_r (Theunissen and Miller 1995). This was confirmed by plotting the population-averaged gain curves as a function of frequency with and without jitter (Fig. 7C): jitter had minimal effect on the gain even at the highest frequencies. Similarly, our results show that addition of jitter had minimal effect on the information density (Fig. 7D). Addition of jitter also had minimal effects on stimulus reconstruction (Fig. 7B).

We quantified these results by computing the fractional information loss caused by adding jitter to the spike trains of VO neurons. Furthermore, we also computed this loss for regular and irregular afferents that were recorded during identical stimulation for comparison. Although all three groups showed minimal losses in gain contingent on addition of jitter (Fig. 7E), VO neurons displayed percentage losses in CF (Fig. 7F) and lower-bound estimates of the MI (Fig. 7G) that were smaller (~6%) than those displayed by regular (~50%) and irregular afferents (~20%) using this approach. This was also seen when we normalized the lower-bound estimate of the MI by f_r (Fig. 7H), hence this effect was not due to the larger f_r displayed by afferents. Although these changes were statistically significant (P < 10^{-3}, paired t-test, df = 24), we note that their magnitude was minimal for VO neurons (<10% in all cases) and furthermore significantly less than those observed for afferents. We also computed the loss in the upper-bound estimate of the MI brought about by jittering the spike times. We found that the loss in information was not significantly different than that obtained for the lower-bound estimate for regular (P = 0.9, t-test, df = 14), irregular (P = 0.9, t-test, df = 20), or VO neurons (P = 0.3, t-test, df = 24). We therefore conclude that minimal information is contained in the spike timing of VO neurons.

**Detection thresholds of VO neurons.** The lower information rates obtained under broadband noise stimulation for VO neurons compared with either regular or irregular afferents suggest that they would be less able to discriminate between head rotations of different amplitudes. On the other hand, their
higher gains would suggest that they could better discriminate between these same stimuli. We thus used signal detection theory to quantify the degree of overlap between the $f_r$ distribution obtained for a given head velocity and that obtained for zero velocity (Green and Swets 1966). VO neurons were stimulated using sinusoidal head rotations of different frequencies (Fig. 8A). The $f_r$ distribution obtained for a given velocity value ($F_r$) was compared with the $f_r$ distribution obtained for zero velocity (Fig. 8B). This was done for velocities ranging between 0 and 50°/s with higher velocities resulting in better discrimination. The detection threshold $V_f$ was chosen as the velocity value that gave rise to a 76% probability of correct detection (Fig. 8C). Detection thresholds for VO neurons were significantly greater than those displayed by regular afferents for frequencies $\leq$4 Hz ($P < 0.04$, t-tests, df $> 21$) but not for higher frequencies ($P > 0.2$, t-tests, df $> 18$). In contrast, irregular afferents had detection thresholds that were comparable with those of VO neurons for all frequencies ($P > 0.46$, $t$-tests, df $> 21$; Fig. 8D). In addition, we confirmed (Sadeghi et al. 2007) that irregular afferents had higher detection thresholds than regular afferents across this same frequency range ($P < 0.02$, t-tests, df $> 9$).

We next tested whether the lower information rates obtained for VO neurons would lead to worse discrimination between different stimuli. Specifically, we computed the velocity threshold for discriminating 8- and 16-Hz sinusoidal head rotations. Our results show that these thresholds were similar for VO neurons, regular afferents, and irregular afferents (Fig. 8E; VO vs. regular, $P = 0.83$, Wilcoxon rank sum test; df = 6, VO vs. irregular, $P = 0.76$, Wilcoxon rank sum test; df = 6, regular vs. irregular, $P = 0.94$, Wilcoxon rank sum test; df = 6). This can be explained in part by the fact that the gains of VO neurons were larger than those of afferents, which partially compensates for their larger resting discharge variability.

Population coding. Our results so far show that whereas VO neurons displayed higher gains than either regular or irregular afferents, they conversely displayed lower information rates and higher detection thresholds due to their larger variability. This latter finding is surprising given that VO neurons are thought to receive input from multiple afferents and could thus be expected to display higher information rates as a result of averaging this input (Zohary et al. 1994). One possible explanation is that VO neurons give a distributed representation of sensory input: all the information about relevant stimuli could thus be found within the population rather than within any individual neuron. We tested this hypothesis in two ways. First, we pooled spiking activity from multiple VO neurons in response to the same noise stimulus and computed the MI available from this population (Machens et al. 2001; Warland et al. 1997). Second, we pooled recordings from multiple VO neurons and afferents plotted as a function of mean resting discharge. We found a significant positive correlation ($r = 0.57, P < 10^{-3}; n = 43$), which implies that increasing resting discharge variability is detrimental to stimulus reconstruction. The population-averaged CF of the VO neurons and the afferents. The vertical bars shows 1 SE. Comparison with average afferent responses revealed that VO neurons displayed lower CF than both regular (Reg) and irregular (Irreg) afferents (**statistical significance at the $P < 0.01$ level using a Wilcoxon rank sum test). C: CF of VO neurons and afferents plotted as a function of mean resting discharge. We found a significant positive correlation ($r = 0.57, P < 10^{-3}; n = 43$) indicating that higher resting discharge is beneficial to stimulus reconstruction.

Fig. 5. VO neurons display poor stimulus reconstruction. A: table velocity (gray) and reconstructed table velocity (dashed black) for a typical VO neuron. The spike train and the time-dependent firing rate in response to this stimulus are also shown at the bottom. This example neuron displayed a poor coding fraction (CF) of 0.25 indicating that, on average, only 25% of the stimulus could be reconstructed. The inset shows the optimal filter waveform that was convolved with the spike train to maximally reconstruct the table velocity. B: CF of VO neurons and afferents as a function of CV*. We found a significant negative correlation ($r = -0.67, P < 10^{-3}; n = 43$), which implies that increasing resting discharge variability is detrimental to stimulus reconstruction. The inset shows the population-averaged CF of the VO neurons and the afferents. The vertical bars shows 1 SE. Comparison with average afferent responses revealed that VO neurons displayed lower CF than both regular (Reg) and irregular (Irreg) afferents (**statistical significance at the $P < 0.01$ level using a Wilcoxon rank sum test). C: CF of VO neurons and afferents plotted as a function of mean resting discharge. We found a significant positive correlation ($r = 0.57, P < 10^{-3}; n = 43$) indicating that higher resting discharge is beneficial to stimulus reconstruction.

This example neuron displayed a poor coding fraction (CF) of 0.25 indicating that, on average, only 25% of the stimulus could be reconstructed. The inset shows the optimal filter waveform that was convolved with the spike train to maximally reconstruct the table velocity for a typical VO neuron. The spike train and the time-dependent firing rate in response to this stimulus are also shown at the bottom. This example neuron displayed a poor coding fraction (CF) of 0.25 indicating that, on average, only 25% of the stimulus could be reconstructed. The inset shows the optimal filter waveform that was convolved with the spike train to maximally reconstruct the table velocity. B: CF of VO neurons and afferents as a function of CV*. We found a significant negative correlation ($r = -0.67, P < 10^{-3}; n = 43$), which implies that increasing resting discharge variability is detrimental to stimulus reconstruction. The population-averaged CF of the VO neurons and the afferents. The vertical bars shows 1 SE. Comparison with average afferent responses revealed that VO neurons displayed lower CF than both regular (Reg) and irregular (Irreg) afferents (**statistical significance at the $P < 0.01$ level using a Wilcoxon rank sum test). C: CF of VO neurons and afferents plotted as a function of mean resting discharge. We found a significant positive correlation ($r = 0.57, P < 10^{-3}; n = 43$) indicating that higher resting discharge is beneficial to stimulus reconstruction.
neurons to the same sinusoidal stimulus and computed the velocity detection threshold.

For noise stimuli, our results show that combining VO neural spike trains can lead to large increases in the MI density (Fig. 9A). This increase was relatively uniform across all frequencies contained in the stimulus (Fig. 9B). We therefore quantified these changes by computing the MI (i.e., integrating the MI density over frequency) as a function of population size for regular afferents, irregular afferents, and VO neurons. Our results show that, although the MI increased as a function of increasing population size for all 3 neuron groups, VO neuron populations of a given size transmitted less information than either regular or irregular afferent populations of the same size (Fig. 9C). Similar results were obtained for the analysis of CF (Fig. 9D). However, we found that the relative increase in the MI was higher for VO neurons (∼300%) than for afferents for regular afferents, irregular afferents, and VO neurons. Our results show that, although the MI increased as a function of increasing population size for all 3 neuron groups, VO neuron populations of a given size transmitted less information than either regular or irregular afferent populations of the same size (Fig. 9C). Similar results were obtained for the analysis of CF (Fig. 9D). However, we found that the relative increase in the MI was higher for VO neurons (∼300%) than for afferents.
The CF obtained from a population of 10 VO neurons also was significantly larger (200%) than that obtained from an individual VO neuron. In contrast, the CF obtained from a population of 10 regular or irregular afferents was only 80% larger than that of an individual afferent (Fig. 9F). These results suggest that information about the detailed time course of vestibular stimuli is not transmitted by VO neurons. It is possible that instead these neurons might detect specific stimulus features. For example, VO neurons might preferentially respond to/detect high-frequency transients, consistent with our recent proposal that irregular afferents likely play a more important role in encoding high-frequency head rotations compared with regular afferents (Sadeghi et al. 2007a).

We thus next combined the activities of VO neurons in response to sinusoidal stimuli and recomputed the velocity detection thresholds. This led to a significant decrease in the velocity detection threshold that was uniform across frequencies (Fig. 10A). The percentage decrease in threshold was also relatively uniform across frequency (Fig. 10B). We thus quantified the improvement in detection threshold obtained by combining the activities of VO, regular, or irregular afferent spike trains for 1-Hz sinusoidal rotations. Increases in population size led to significant (>50%) decreases in the velocity detection thresholds for all 3 neuron groups. However, the velocity detection threshold obtained from combining regular afferent spike trains plateaued at ~2°/s, whereas those obtained from irregular afferents and VO neurons continued to decrease (Fig. 10C). To better quantify this observation, we performed a linear least-squares fit to the last 4 data points for each neuron class and computed the slope of the fitted line. This quantity was significantly larger in magnitude for VO and irregular afferents compared with regular afferents (Fig. 10D). Extrapolation of these results suggest that the behaviorally observed velocity detection threshold values (~1°/s) could be achieved by combining the activities of large numbers of VO neurons (~40).

DISCUSSION

Summary of results. We studied the responses of VO neurons in the vestibular nuclei and compared them with those of...
vestibular afferents. VO neurons and irregular afferents displayed greater gains compared with regular afferents over the range of behaviorally relevant frequencies (0–20 Hz). In contrast, VO neurons had lower information rates and higher detection thresholds compared with either irregular or regular afferents. Notably, the lower information rates displayed by VO neurons were not simply a consequence of their lower $f_r$ but instead partly due to their higher variability. By adding spike-timing jitter, we further found that minimal information is contained in the spike timing of VO neurons suggesting that they use a rate code to transmit information rather than a temporal code. Overall, our results showed that the capacity of individual VO neurons for information transmission and stimulus discrimination was worse than that of individual peripheral afferents. This suggests that individual VO neurons do not transmit information about the detailed time course of head rotations. Thus we tested the possibility that this information is instead contained in the activities of multiple VO neurons. Specifically, we computed the MI and velocity detection threshold available when pooling our single-unit recordings from VO neurons and afferents in response to the same stimuli. Although the information transmitted by VO neuron populations of a given size were lower than the information transmitted by afferent populations of the same size, extrapolation of our results (Fig. 10C) suggest that the behaviorally observed velocity detection threshold values (0.5–1°/s) might be achieved by combining the activities of large numbers (≈40) of VO neurons.

The role of variability in neural coding. Our finding that VO neurons display greater resting discharge variability as quantified by CV* and lower information rates compared with afferents appears to be a general feature of sensory processing. Indeed, in the electrosensory system, which shares many similarities with the vestibular system as both have evolved from the lateral line (Romer and Parsons 1977), central neurons also sometimes display larger variability and lower information rates than peripheral neurons (Gabbiani et al. 1996). In the visual system, LGN relay cells transmit detailed information in their spike trains as they are highly reproducible (Reinagel and Reid 2000) and preserve information transmitted from the retina (Rathbun et al. 2010; Sincich et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2010). However, this information is apparently lost at the level of the cortex where neurons also display larger variability and lower information rates than peripheral neurons (Gabbiani et al. 1996). In the visual system, LGN relay cells transmit detailed information in their spike trains as they are highly reproducible (Reinagel and Reid 2000) and preserve information transmitted from the retina (Rathbun et al. 2010; Sincich et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2010). However, this information is apparently lost at the level of the cortex where neurons also display larger variability and lower information rates than peripheral neurons (Gabbiani et al. 1996). In the visual system, LGN relay cells transmit detailed information in their spike trains as they are highly reproducible (Reinagel and Reid 2000) and preserve information transmitted from the retina (Rathbun et al. 2010; Sincich et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2010). However, this information is apparently lost at the level of the cortex where neurons also display larger variability and lower information rates than peripheral neurons (Gabbiani et al. 1996). In the visual system, LGN relay cells transmit detailed information in their spike trains as they are highly reproducible (Reinagel and Reid 2000) and preserve information transmitted from the retina (Rathbun et al. 2010; Sincich et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2010). However, this information is apparently lost at the level of the cortex where neurons also display larger variability and lower information rates than peripheral neurons (Gabbiani et al. 1996). In the visual system, LGN relay cells transmit detailed information in their spike trains as they are highly reproducible (Reinagel and Reid 2000) and preserve information transmitted from the retina (Rathbun et al. 2010; Sincich et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2010). However, this information is apparently lost at the level of the cortex where neurons also display larger variability and lower information rates than peripheral neurons (Gabbiani et al. 1996). In the visual system, LGN relay cells transmit detailed information in their spike trains as they are highly reproducible (Reinagel and Reid 2000) and preserve information transmitted from the retina (Rathbun et al. 2010; Sincich et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2010). However, this information is apparently lost at the level of the cortex where neurons also display larger variability and lower information rates than peripheral neurons (Gabbiani et al. 1996).
applicable here as negligible information was contained in the spike times of VO neurons. As such, our results suggest that the spike timing code observed for regular afferents (Sadeghi et al. 2007a) is converted to a rate code in the vestibular nuclei. Similar principles appear to apply to other sensory systems (Ahissar et al. 2000; Salinas et al. 2000).

Alternatively, the large variability of VO neurons might be needed to make central neurons more selective in their responses to the sparsely distributed features of natural stimuli (i.e., the sparse coding hypothesis) (Rolls and Tovee 1995; Vinje and Gallant 2000). Such a strategy is also thought to be used by the electroaesthetic system (Gabbiani et al. 1996). Indeed, our results are consistent with this hypothesis as they show that VO central neurons do not encode information about the detailed time course of head rotations and suggest that these might instead respond to specific features. Notably, we hypothesize that both VO neurons and irregular afferents preferentially respond to detect high-frequency transients. This idea is supported not only by the analysis of the MI density of irregular vs. regular afferents (Sadeghi et al. 2007a) and VO neurons (present study), but also by characterizations of response gain and phase (afferents: Goldberg and Fernández 1971a,b; Hullar et al. 2005; Ramachandran and Lisberger 2006; Sadeghi et al. 2007a,b; and VO neurons: present study). Moreover, although there is no evidence that different afferent classes preferentially contribute to different vestibular pathways (e.g., oculomotor vs. vestibulospinal) (Boyle et al. 1992; Highstein et al. 1987), it has been suggested that pathways dominated by irregular afferent input might mediate behaviorally appropriate changes in vestibular processing such as those necessitated in VOR pathways for changes in viewing distance (Chen-Huang et al. 1997; Migliaccio et al. 2004). Additional studies will be needed to address this proposal as well as to establish the central mechanisms by which vestibular nuclei neurons integrate inputs from both afferent classes to achieve this behaviorally dependent modulation of pathway efficacy.

We note that our analysis assumes that the variabilities of VO neurons to repeated presentations of the same stimulus are uncorrelated. Although it is clear that correlations between these variabilities (i.e., noise correlations) can theoretically
affect the nature of the neural code (Abbott and Dayan 1999; Averbeck and Lee 2006), recent results suggest that these may be weaker than previously assumed in other systems (Averbeck and Lee 2006; Cohen and Maunsell 2009; Ecker et al. 2010; Schneidman et al. 2006). The effects of noise correlations on population coding by VO neurons cannot be assessed using single-unit recordings. Future studies using multiunit recordings will be required to address this interesting issue. In addition, we note that our estimates of the MI transmitted by populations of central and peripheral vestibular neurons rely on a lower bound and might thus underestimate the true amount of information transmitted. Because the upper-bound estimate of the MI that we used is only valid for single neurons, it cannot be used when combining the activities of multiple neurons without making explicit assumptions about the nature of such combinations. Although it is possible to directly estimate the MI (Belitski et al. 2008; Chacron 2006; Passaglia and Troy 2004; Reinagel and Reid 2000; Strong et al. 1998), such calculations require datasets that exceed those that are currently obtainable from vestibular neurons due to technical limitations and thus cannot be used here.

**Implications for vestibular processing.** During everyday life, the vestibular system encodes head movement relative to space and in turn plays a vital role in estimating our spatial orientation and self-motion relative to the world. However, to date, surprisingly little quantification has been done of our ability to perceive vestibular stimuli. Several pioneering studies attempted to quantify thresholds for the detection of angular motion (Clark 1967; Guedry 1974). Most recently, Grabherr et al. (2008) measured detection thresholds as a function of frequency (0.05–5 Hz) and found that velocity thresholds reached a value of 0.5–1°/s for frequencies >0.5 Hz. Although behavioral studies have shown that our ability to detect head movement is very impressive, the detection thresholds of individual vestibular afferent fibers are an order of magnitude larger (Sadeghi et al. 2007a).

To understand how such remarkable behavioral abilities emerge, we recorded from vestibular nuclei neurons that receive direct monosynaptic projections from the vestibular nerve (McCrea et al. 1987; Scudder and Fuchs 1992). These neurons make contributions to vestibulospinal reflexes as well as higher-order vestibular processing including the computation of spatial orientation (reviewed in Angelaki and Cullen 2008). VO neurons project to the flocculus (Cheron et al. 1996; Zhang et al. 1993) and are reciprocally interconnected to the nodulus/uvula (Reisine and Raphan 1992) of the cerebellum. Importantly, the latter connection underlies the prolongation (as compared with that of the vestibular VIIIth nerve) of the time constant for which self-motion is perceived. In addition, recent studies have shown that the vestibular thalamus (i.e., the ventroposterior thalamus) receives direct input from VO neurons (Marlinski and McCrea 2009). This thalamic area in turn relays vestibular information to cortical areas (such as area parietoinsular vestibular cortex) in which neurons are sensitive to vestibular stimulation (Büttner and Lang 1979; Grusser et al. 1990; Magnin and Fuchs 1977).

It is important to note that, in addition to the VO neurons, there are two other physiological classes of neuron in the vestibular nuclei that encode head motion, namely 1) position-vestibular-pause neurons that mediate the VOR, and 2) eye-head (or alternatively, floccular target neurons), which are involved in VOR adaptation (reviewed in Cullen and Roy...
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